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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of the paper is to identify store format attributes that impact on store format
choice when consumers conduct fill-in or major trips to buy groceries. By doing so, we take into
consideration that consumers patronise multiple (store based) formats depending on the shopping
situation operationalised by the type of shopping trip.
Design/methodology/approach – The paper adopts the conceptual framework of random utility
theory via application of a multinomial logit modelling framework. The analysis is based on a survey of
408 consumers representing households in a clearly defined central European retail area.
Findings – The results reveal a considerable moderating effect of the shopping situation on the
relationship between perceived store format attributes and store format choice. Consumers’ utilities
are significantly higher for discount stores and hypermarkets when conducting major trips. To the
contrary, supermarkets are preferred for fill-in trips in the focussed retail market. Merchandise-related
attributes of store formats have a higher impact on the utility formation regarding major-trips, whereas
service- and convenience-related attributes do so with regards to fill-in trips.
Research limitations/implications – The findings can only be generalised to retail markets with
similar characteristics to the one under study. It is highly concentrated, contains a considerable share of
small size retail stores, it is urban and has clear cut boundaries due to its geographical location.
Originality/value – This paper considers the fact that consumers patronise multiple store formats
and investigates the moderating effect of the shopping situation – operationalised by different types of
shopping trips – on store format choice.
Keywords Consumer behaviour, Shopping, Shop design, Utility theory, Europe
Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
Two prevalent trends can be observed in grocery retail markets, namely concentration
and consolidation. The first trend describes the rising power of a few dominant retail
chains, whereas the second one indicates the declining number of independent small
retail enterprises and outlets (Colla, 2004; González-Benito, 2001). These trends
are reflected in the competition between (retail) store formats where a shift of market
share from small sized store formats (, 400 m2, i.e. small supermarkets) to larger scale
formats (. 800 m2, i.e. large supermarkets, hypermarkets and discounters) can be
observed (ACNielsen, 2004; Popkowski-Leszczyc and Timmermans, 2001). Driving this
shift in behaviour is the increasing use of multiple stores and formats since they offer
different opportunities to satisfy bundles of wants and needs depending on the
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shopping occasion (e.g. Cummins et al., 2008; Findlay and Sparks, 2008; Teller, 2008;
McGoldrick and Andre, 1997; Uncles and Hammond, 1995).
van Kenhove et al. (1999) stress the importance of the (shopping) task definition and
thereby also including shopping occasion (e.g. urgent purchase, large quantities or
regular purchase) towards store choice by investigating the phenomenon in
a do-it-yourself setting. Teller and Reutterer (2008) present empirical findings
revealing the moderating effect of the shopping situation on consumers’ evaluation of
retail agglomeration attractiveness. Gehrt and Yan (2004) provide a more complex
insight into the moderating effect of the shopping situation and focus on the preference
of store- and non-store-based formats. Nevertheless, they do not particularly consider
grocery specific formats. With respect to grocery shopping Kahn and Schmittlein
(1989, 1992) indicate the impact of shopping occasion, in particular whether consumers
make a major trip to stores or just a fill-in trip (defined by whether the total
expenditure or size of groceries were above or below the average expenditure on
groceries, respectively) on store choice. Finally, Walters and Jamil (2003) show that
different trip types influence shopping behaviour in general. Although, the amount of
literature regarding store format patronage has been growing in recent years
(e.g. Teller et al., 2006; González-Benito et al., 2005; Bhatnagar and Ratchford, 2004;
Solgaard and Hansen, 2003; Messinger and Narasimhan, 1997) the moderating effect of
the shopping occasion and/or shopping trip type has widely been neglected on this
aggregated store perspective in the field of grocery retailing (Gehrt and Yan, 2004).
Owing to the increasing relevance of inter-store-format competition and the identified
research gap, this paper aims to identify the role of shopping occasions operationalised by
different shopping trip types as a moderating variable on store format choice in a grocery
retailing setting. Contextually, we focus on an aggregated store perspective where formats
are understood as a representation of stores where (retail) marketing strategies and actions
(e.g. location, product range, price level and atmospherics) are applied in a stereotypical,
format specific way.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: after these introductory remarks
a conceptual framework and the analytical model is presented in more detail. Based on
this a series of hypotheses are set up and the applied empirical research approach
(survey, sample size and variables observed) is described. Consequently, results are
reported followed by a discussion of the implications of the empirical findings and
some remaining issues that could potentially stimulate future research endeavours are
addressed.
2. Conceptual framework and model description
In order to study store format choice behaviour with respect to different shopping
occasions we apply a Random Utility Theory (RUT) approach. The basic assumption of
RUT is that each consumer c ¼ 1, . . . , C associates to each available store choice option
o [ {1, . . . , O} out of a set of shopping alternatives a latent preference or utility before
choosing the one which yields maximum utility (e.g. McFadden, 1973; Ben-Akiva and
Lerman, 1985; Louviere et al., 2000). More specifically, under standard RUT assumptions
the latent utility of store o to consumer c in a shopping situation s is assumed to consist of
two components:
U ocs ¼ V ocs þ 1ocs

ð1Þ

Vocs is the deterministic (observable and explainable) component of utility consumer c
associates with store o at shopping occasion s; 1ocs is the random (unexplainable)
component of utility.
The deterministic utility Vocs is represented as an indirect additive function Xocb0
where Xoc is an [O £ C,K ] matrix of individual store specific attributes (in the present
case K denotes an index set of store attributes as perceived by consumers) and b is a
K-dimensional vector of utility parameters or part-worth utilities that represent
consumers’ trade-offs between store attributes or their sensitivities towards changes in
attribute levels that are usually (but not necessarily) under the control of retail
management. Hence, Voc specifies the composition rule that maps the observed
multidimensional
attribute vectors on a unidimensional overall utility of the form
P
V oc ¼ K
k¼1 bkc X okc .
Each of these individual part-worth utilities bkc is represented as a weight that is
linked to one specific store attribute k (Figure 1). Therefore, the weights denote the
relative importance shoppers attach to the respective store attributes in their
decision-making process. Although not explicitly included in the above generic
formulation, potential moderating variables are the shopping situation or occasion,
awareness of shopping alternatives and consumer background characteristics such as
demographics, shopping motivation, life-style and personality factors, etc.
Note that, suppression of the situation specific label s in the above notation implies
that the focus is on perceived attribute values averaged over time, i.e. shopping
occasions. However, as Kahn and Schmittlein (1989) and Walters and Jamil (2003)
concluded in a more descriptive study, grocery-shopping behaviour may be different
depending upon whether consumers are on a major trip to the store or just on a fill-in trip.
Standard multi-attribute approaches to explaining store choice require that
consumers are aware of all available shopping alternatives once they decide to shop.
If this awareness condition is not warranted, i.e. a store is not included in an individual
consumer’s awareness set, the respondent will also be unable to quote neither valid nor
reliable attribute ratings for that shopping alternative. The assumption that each
consumer is aware of the total set of available shopping options in a trading area is
unrealistic. Moreover, as discussed by Shocker et al. (1991) in detail, when studying
consumer choice behaviour one can expect the “universal set” of available choice
options to be decomposed into subsequent subsets (denoted as awareness and
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consideration sets) before the ultimate choice decision occurs. Roberts and Lattin (1991)
provide empirical evidence that both size and composition of individual brand
consideration sets are a functional trade-off between expected utility improvement and
search costs. To account for awareness set heterogeneity across consumers, for each
respondent an individual subset of outlets established in the trading area (denoted as
Ac # O) needs to be determined. Consequently, individual choice sets are restricted to
those alternatives in the utility formation process of the store choice model, which the
respective respondent is aware of.
Whereas the deterministic utility specifies the way, individuals are assumed to
process information about (physical) store characteristics via introduction of the
concept of weight, different assumptions about the distribution and structure of the
random or error component of utility 1ocs lead to different choice models. If, for
example, the errors are assumed independent across alternatives and identically
distributed (IID) Gumbel random variates, we arrive at the well-known and widely
applied multinomial logit (MNL) model (e.g. McFadden, 1973; Ben-Akiva and Lerman,
1985). For the MNL model it can be shown that the probability P(o,c,s) that an
individual c chooses a particular store o at shopping situation s is proportional to the
ratio of the respective store’s (deterministic) utility Vocs and the sum of the utilities for
all alternatives out of the consumer’s awareness set Ac (e.g. Hensher and Johnson, 1981;
Louviere and Woodworth, 1983; Meyer and Eagle, 1982). Thus, assuming IID errors
choice probabilities can be derived by the following relationship:


exp mocs V ocs
Pðo; c; sÞ ¼ PA

;
c
o¼1 exp mocs V ocs

ð2Þ

where m is a precision parameter that scales utility differences in general[1]. One of the
most appealing properties of assuming IID-error variances is primarily of a computational
nature. In contrast to the realistic assumptions[2] about the error term in the utility
model (1) a closed-form expression for the choice probabilities allows a fast location of
maximum likelihood (ML) estimates for the b parameters. The function L in equation (3)
represents the probability (or likelihood) of getting our observed store choices given a set
of certain parameters. Omitting situational effects for the moment and assuming
independent observations, the construction of such a likelihood function L involves the
joint probability P(o,c) of a store actually chosen by an individual consumer and can be
written as follows (e.g. Fotheringham, 1988):
L¼

Ac
C Y
Y
c¼1 o¼1

Pðo; cÞ f oc

or

LL ¼ logðLÞ ¼

Ac
C X
X

f oc ln Pðo; cÞ

ð3Þ

c¼1 o¼1

Here, foc is defined as an indicator variable, such that foc ¼ 1 if outlet c is chosen and foc ¼ 0
otherwise. Usually, the properties of the joint probability function are such that it is easier
to take the logarithm of the likelihood function LL, which needs to be minimised.
The log-likelihood is only a function of the unknown parameter values captured by the
deterministic utility expression Voc since both the observed perceptions of store
characteristics Xoc and actual store choices foc are known. Therefore, it can be minimised
with respect to the model’s utility parameters.

Probably, the most striking features of this model specification are the assumptions
of “independence of irrelevant alternatives” (IAA) as well as the additive utility function
being linear in parameters (however, attributes can enter as logarithms or powers as well
as a variety of other forms to cover non-linear effects). The IIA property is equivalent to
assuming that there is no correlation between the utilities of any two alternatives except
due to the explanatory variables, i.e. the covariance structure of the error component is
expected to be uncorrelated. This property is a direct consequence of the assumption of
IID error variances (which posits that the utility ratio between two stores is independent
of a change in the consumer’s consideration set). Thus, the utility ratio of two stores
remains unaffected if an alternative is added or withdrawn, which in both cases would
result in an impact proportional to their current market (or choice) shares (e.g. Ben-Akiva
and Lerman, 1985). There are numerous examples in the literature that the absence of
any competitive market structure beyond share proportions is unrealistic (in a store
choice context see, for example, Fotheringham, 1988)[3]. One potential source for
violations of the IIA property are situational effects such as shopping occasion
(Kahn and Schmittlein, 1989). In order to relax these strong assumptions associated with
IID error terms in a way that is behaviourally enriching, computationally tractable and
easy to implement, in the subsequent application two different choice variables are
collected that differentiate whether a person is planning a major grocery shopping trip
or just a fill-in trip and separate MNL choice models are estimated for each of them.
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3. Hypotheses
Based on the framework explained above two groups of hypotheses have been derived.
They propose a relationship between the shopping occasion and store format choice
whereby, store format attributes are expected to be predictive of the respective choices.
These attributes represent the stereotypical application of (retail) marketing strategies
and actions perceived by consumers. The moderating variable “shopping occasion”
is operationalised by two types of shopping trips, namely a fill-in trip or a major trip.
Table I characterises these two trip types in an idealised manner.
Taking into account the basic characterisation of the most important store formats
in grocery retailing (e.g. Berman and Evans, 2007; González-Benito, 2001) it can be
expected that attributes like store location, accessibility and assortment strongly
influence the preference of consumers in dedicating their shares of spending for each of
these two trip types (Solgaard and Hansen, 2003; Popkowski-Leszczyc and
Timmermans, 2001; Bhatnagar and Ratchford, 2004). Large-scale retail formats in
Trip types
Characterisation

Fill-in trip

Major trip

Urgency (time pressure) of needs and wants to be
satisfied by the consumer
Total shopping efforts (planning, transportation,
picking, packaging)
Dedicated time budget
Trip frequency
Shopping basket

High

Low

Low

High

Small
High (by instance)
Small

Large
Low (regular)
Large

Sources: Kahn and Schmittlein (1992); Kollat and Willett (1967)

Table I.
Characterisation of fill-in
and major shopping trip
types
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grocery retailing, like large supermarkets and hypermarkets, tend to be more
appropriate to carry out a major trip. They offer a broad and deep assortment and are
located in more peripheral areas often providing better parking facilities resulting in
increased accessibility for consumers using cars (Berman and Evans, 2007;
González-Benito, 2001). We, therefore, set up H1a:
H1a. Consumers’ utility values are higher for large-scale retail formats compared to
small retail formats when undertaking a major trip.
In contrast small formats like small supermarkets, convenience stores or corner shops
offer a broad to medium but narrow assortment and are located near consumers’ homes.
Thus, they are expected to be more capable of satisfying needs of a fill-in trip (Berman
and Evans, 2007; Bhatnagar and Ratchford, 2004). This assumption leads to H1b:
H1b. Consumers’ utility values are higher for small retail formats compared to
large-scale retail formats when undertaking a fill-in trip.
Retail formats can be characterised by similarities in the types of outlets they occupy
and the marketing strategy that they adopt. These similarities mean they are
competing for a similar perceptual place in the consumer’s mind. Subsequently,
we focus on the relative impact of perceived store format attributes on format choice in
the two types of shopping trip situations discussed. Table I suggests the expectation
that consumers undertaking a fill-in trip seek convenience and service, i.e. store format
characteristics that make the shopping trip easier and quicker to carry out (Bhatnagar
and Ratchford, 2004; Tang et al., 2001; Baron et al., 2001). This quite obvious
relationship between store format attributes and trip type leads to H2a:
H2a. Service/convenience-related store format attributes have more impact on
utility values compared to merchandise-related attributes when undertaking
a fill-in trip.
To the contrary, on a major trip consumers tend to look for one-stop or multi-purpose
shopping possibilities to reduce their shopping endeavours (Teller, 2008; Tang et al.,
2001; González-Benito, 2001; Messinger and Narasimhan, 1997). Consumers, therefore,
are assumed to look for more merchandise-related store format attributes which finally
leads to H2b:
H2b. Merchandise-related store format attributes have more impact on utility
values compared to service/convenience-related attributes when undertaking
a major trip.
4. Empirical study
4.1 Research design
To investigate the phenomenon of grocery shopping trip behaviour we conducted
a survey using a self-administered questionnaire. We drew a quota sample of
408 households representative for an urban (retail) area in Austria (quota controls:
household size, educational level of household leader and location (district)). This area
was selected for the following reasons: first, due to particular landscape and traffic
access characteristics, the boundaries of its trading area are relatively easy to
determine (at least for grocery product categories). Second, within this trading area all

the major competitors in the Austrian grocery retail market scene are present with at
least one outlet. Finally, the dominating retail formats in that market, i.e. hypermarket,
supermarket and discount store, are represented as well whereas smaller formats
struggling against the bigger formats.
The person who is mainly responsible for grocery shopping of the respective
household acted as the respondent, with about 90 per cent being female, most aged
between 34 and 52 years, and living in a household consisting of two (, 10 per cent),
three (, 17 per cent), four (, 37 per cent) or five and more (, 26 per cent) persons. More
than half of the respondents are solely homemakers, about a quarter are white-collar
workers. The majority of respondents (about , 80 per cent) are married.
Nevertheless, the respondents who serve as informants within the households do not
represent the general population. In that respect, our sample is biased towards younger
females of a lower educational and professional level. This can be explained by the
traditional “role allocations” within the households under study (Statistik Austria, 2007).
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4.2 Observed measures of store format choice and predictors
In order to control for effects due to shopping occasion (or shopping trips), two
different store format choice specifications were observed as the dependent variable of
the model. Consistent with the RUT paradigm, both measures are collected as stated
preference data. Respondents were asked to indicate:
.
the store preferred (in terms of visited most often) for their major (or high
volume) grocery shopping trips; and
.
the store visited most often for fill-in trips.
A limited number of store format attributes as perceived by consumers are serving as
the choice predictors (Table II). The selected format attributes correspond to those most
frequently mentioned in the literature (e.g. Gehrt and Yan, 2004; Lindquist, 1974; James
et al., 1976; Hildebrandt, 1988; Samli, 1989). Each respondent was asked to rate her/his
perceptions of the grocery stores s/he was aware of (in terms of active or unaided recall)
with respect to the store format attributes shown in Table II (except item 5) on a
five-point rating scale anchored by 1 – strongly agree and 5 – strongly disagree. Thus,
this evaluation was done on a disaggregated level since consumers could not be expected
to differentiate between store-formats. The classification of evaluated stores into
store-formats was consequently done in the interpretation of the results.
Consistent with preliminary work on store (format) choice behaviour, an additional
attribute that is frequently considered to be crucial in store choice, namely the distance
between a particular consumer’s home and the shopping location (e.g. Huff, 1964;
Service/convenience-related store format attributes

Merchandise-related store format attributes

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Parking space available close to the outlet
Short waiting time at the checkout
Pleasant atmosphere in the store
Friendly and helpful personnel
(Spatial) distance
High merchandise quality
Low prices
Wide range of assortment
Many discounts and special offers

Table II.
Attributes used for
measuring store format
perceptions
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Fotheringham, 1988), has been monitored. In order to estimate the respective distances
in terms of transportation time, respondents were asked to specify the addresses of
their homes as well as the transport mode they typically chose for grocery shopping
trips.
Since store format attributes (1)-(5) are closely related to customer service/convenience
and attributes (6)-(9) rather than representing product or merchandise-related elements
offered by a format, these “natural groups” of attributes can be summarised as
service/convenience-related and merchandise-related store format attributes, respectively,
(Merilees and Miller, 2001).
4.3 Awareness and choice sets in the observed retail market
Table III provides a complete list of the grocery stores competing in the trading area of
the study and associated choice as well as awareness shares. Most of them are outlets
established by major nationwide Austrian grocery retail companies. According to
ACNielsen (2006) data the two market leading grocery retailing groups, namely REWE
Austria and SPAR, are dominating the Austrian grocery retailing industry with
respective market shares of , 37 and , 35 per cent. In the trading area considered in
the present study however, the SPAR group is traditionally more active than REWE.
As a consequence, SPAR has established four and REWE two different store format
concepts in the area under study. Table III also provides some basic characteristics of
the strategic positioning of the competing grocery stores in terms of assortment and

Retailer Store formata
REWE

SPAR

ALDI
ADEG

Table III.
Competing grocery stores
included in the study and
relative choice/awareness
shares

Choice share
(%)
Major Fill-in
trip
trip

Awareness
share (%)

(1) HMb

0.33

0.12

0.84

(2) SM

0.01

0.02

0.29

(3) HM Ib

0.17

0.07

0.69

(4) HM IIb

0.17

0.12

0.67

(5) SM

0.03

0.04

0.49

(6) Small SMs
(3 £ )b
(7) DSb

0.07

0.33

0.66

0.13

0.03

0.83

(8) Small SMs
(3 £ )b
(9) Local DS

0.04

0.21

0.60

0.03

0.04

0.40

(10) Others

0.02

0.04

0.21

General store format attributes
(store format)
Wide assortment, HILO pricing,
size , 2,500 m2
Smaller assortment, HILO pricing,
size , 700 m2
Wide assortment, HILO pricing,
size , 1,500 m2
Medium/wide assort., HILO pricing,
size , 1,000 m2
Medium assortment, HILO pricing,
size , 700 m2
Smaller assortment, HILO pricing,
size , 500 m2
Store label dominant, EDLP,
size , 800 m2
Smaller assortment, HILO pricing,
size , 500 m2
Only limited grocery assortment,
EDLP, size ,500 m2
Various small sized (independent)
stores with grocery assortments

Notes: HM, hypermarket; SM, supermarket; DS, discount store; aformats according to ACNielsen (2006);
b
included in the choice model; sample size n ¼ 408

outlet size as well as general pricing formats, i.e. high-low (HILO) promotional pricing
versus every-day-low-prices (EDLP). Notice, that there are some smaller-sized
convenience-oriented supermarket formats with highly standardised marketing
concepts (three of them are run under the SPAR supermarket and three as members of
the voluntary chain store concept ADEG), which can be considered as typical
neighbourhood locations designed to supply local grocery demand. Besides, the
remaining independent retail outlets with grocery assortments they, therefore, are
included under one choice category option if chosen by respondents.
As expected, the respondents’ stated choice shares of the competing stores differ
considerably depending on the type of shopping trip planned (major or fill-in).
As indicated by the distribution of choice shares given in Table III larger-sized grocery
store formats, i.e. hypermarkets, with wider assortments located at suburban shopping
agglomerations with sufficient parking facilities and easy traffic access dominate
choice shares for major or high-volume trips, whereas smaller sized store formats like
the SPAR and ADEG supermarkets are mostly preferred for day-to-day fill-in trips.
However, it should be highlighted that consumers might also prefer identical store
formats both for their major and fill-in trips. In the present sample, 157 respondents
(38.5 per cent) stated such shared preferences (in terms of first-choice). On the other
hand this figure indicates that a considerable share of the respondents patronise more
than one store or format for different shopping occasions (Cummins et al., 2008;
Findlay and Sparks, 2008; McGoldrick and Andre, 1997).
There are three stores and the “others” category with (first) choice shares lower than
five per cent both for major and fill-in trips. Possible reasons for these minor shares can
be reported for the local discount store and the SPAR supermarket: while the first is
offering only a very limited grocery (mainly non-food categories) assortment, and
consequently is only rarely nominated as the first-best choice option, the SPAR
supermarket is located relatively close to the boundary of the trading area under study
or at the intersection with another trading area. Interestingly, despite its nationwide
marketing support the city centre located REWE supermarket is also facing both
extremely low shares of first choice and a comparatively low share of voice (awareness)
among respondents, which highlights potential problems with local consumer
retention policy. Nevertheless, due to their obviously only minor importance for the
respondents’ preference formation as indicated by their low choice shares outlets (2),
(5), (9) and (10) are excluded from further investigations.
For the remaining grocery stores or store formats, respectively, awareness as
measured in terms of share of voice (unaided recall) when planning a grocery shopping
trip reaches levels of about 60 per cent of respondents or more. On average, the
respondent specific awareness sets consist of five to six outlets (set size mean ¼ 5.7;
median ¼ 5) for the complete outlet set and around four stores (set size mean ¼ 4.3;
median ¼ 4) for the reduced set of alternatives. It should be clear from the above
discussion on awareness set heterogeneity that only store format attribute perceptions
ratings for the reduced set are included in estimating the choice models.
5. Results
5.1 Store format preference and distinct shopping occasions ( H1a/b )
Two separate choice models were specified and estimated for the answers obtained for
major trip and fill-in trip situations. In addition to store format attribute parameters,
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a set of store-specific constants (ssc) were included in the model with the ADEG
supermarket serving as the baseline. The estimation results are depicted in Table IV.
From the modelling approach it should be clear that the higher the value of each
coefficient for the ssc the more the respective store contributes to the utility formation
for a major or a fill-in trip. With the exemption of the “(small) SPAR supermarket”
constants, “merchandise quality” (in both models), “pleasant store atmosphere” (in the
major trip model) and “fast checkout” (in the fill-in trip model) all parameters are
statistically significant.
The highest utility contribution regarding major trips was identified for the (ALDI)
discount store and the hypermarkets (REWE and SPAR) included in the observed
choice sets. In contrast, the SPAR and ADEG supermarkets have no significant impact
on utility. Conversely, by focusing on fill-in trips the (small) ADEG supermarket turns
out to be the most preferred shopping alternative whereas all the other coefficients
prove to be lower or in the case of the (small) SPAR supermarket of no significance. As
one might expect, the discount store turns out to be least preferred for a fill-in trip.
As a first major result large-scale store formats turn out to be the preferred option
when consumers are undertaking major trips and small ones when fill-in trips are
carried out. These results widely correspond with both the above presented choice
shares and the marketing strategic focus of the retail formats under investigation. We,
therefore, can accept both hypotheses H1a and H1b.
5.2 Store format attributes and distinct shopping occasions (H2a/b)
Next, we explore the comparative importance of the diverse store format attributes for
different kinds of shopping trips. When interpreting the store format attribute
parameters it should be noticed that smaller values indicate a higher impact on the
deterministic component of utilities. This is because of the way attributes were rated in
the underlying survey. As expected, every coefficient shows a negative sign. To make
the estimates easier to compare across the models for the two shopping trip types, we
provide a more comprehensive presentation of the role each attribute plays in the
utility expression. In doing so, the percentages right beside the utility parameters b
and t-statistics (indicated in Table IV) refer to the respective relative impact on store
choices accounted for by a single store format attribute. For computation of these
percentages, the sum of all statistically significant weighting parameters has been
re-scaled to the sum of 100. Hence, for each model the ratio of the two percentages is
equivalent to the ratio of the original parameter values bk under consideration.
In sum, the merchandise-related attributes considered in our study explain half
(, 50 per cent) of the utility formation in the fill-in trip store format choice model. This
is much less than the about 62 per cent impact on deterministic utility in the case of the
major trip model. Even more important, both price-related attributes (“low prices” and
“discounts”) contribute significantly higher to the utility for conducting a major trip as
opposed to a fill-in trip where “assortment width” is the most important store format
attribute. With the exception of the attribute “merchandise quality” we, therefore, can
accept hypothesis H2b.
When looking at the service/convenience-related attributes we face a more
divergent picture. Both models indicate “personal service” as being most important for
utility formation. Apart from “fast checkout” all other attributes deliver higher utilities
when conducting a fill-in trip. The most discriminating attribute is represented

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

SE
0.420
0.428
0.370
0.535
0.364

b
2 0.2187
2 0.2258
2 0.1361
2 0.3888
2 0.2553
2 0.1511
2 0.6165
2 0.5936
2 0.5525

Major trip

Parking space availability
Fast checkout
Pleasant store atmosphere
Personal service
(Spatial) distance
Merchandise quality
Low prices
Wide assortment range
Discounts & special offers
2 661.15924
2 464.56366
2 362.97898
0.21867
0.21405

b (ssc)
2.5416
2.2148
1.8958
2.6897
0.0564
0.0000

t-stat.
b (ssc)
6.05 * * 2 1.8041
5.17 * * 2 2.0120
5.13 * * 2 1.1676
5.03 * * 2 2.0567
0.15
2 0.1350
–
0.0000
Major trip
SE
t-stat.
0.098
2 2.24 *
0.106
2 2.12 *
0.124
2 1.09
0.111
2 3.52 * *
0.052
2 4.94 * *
0.110
2 1.37
0.170
2 3.64 * *
0.150
2 3.97 * *
0.143
2 3.87 * *
2 661.15924
2 368.08326
2 311.61134
0.15342
0.14842
Us(%)
7.67
7.92
–
13.64
8.95
–
21.62
20.82
19.38

Fill-in trip
SE
0.371
0.388
0.326
0.547
0.213

b
2 0.2790
2 0.0667
2 0.3661
2 0.4602
2 0.2836
2 0.1885
2 0.4355
2 0.5478
2 0.4029

t-stat.
2 4.86 * *
2 5.18 * *
2 3.58 * *
2 3.76 * *
2 0.63
–
Fill-in trip
SE
t-stat.
0.104 2 2.68 * *
0.127 2 0.52
0.154 2 2.38 *
0.128 2 3.59 * *
0.057 2 5.01 * *
0.124 2 1.53
0.202 2 2.16 *
0.158 2 3.48 * *
0.164 2 2.45 *

Us(%)
10.05
–
13.19
16.58
10.22
–
15.69
19.74
14.52

Notes: HM, hypermarket; SM, supermarket; DS, discount store; b, coefficient; SE, standard error; t-stat. t-statistics; *95% and * *99% confidence level;
Us, utility share; abased on a five-point rating scale (1 – strongly agree and 5 – strongly disagree)

Log-likelihood at zero (LLzero)
Log-likelihood at constant (LLconst.)
Log-likelihood at convergence (LLconv.)
Pseudo R 2(const.) (1 2 LLconv./LLconst.)
Adj. pseudo R 2(const.)

Merchandise-related attributes

Parameter
Store format
HM (REWE)
HM I (SPAR)
HM II (SPAR)
DS (ALDI)
Small SM (SPAR)
Small SM (ADEG)
Parameter
Store format attributes a
Service/convenience related attributes
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Table IV.
Parameter estimates and
fit criteria for major and
fill-in trip models
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by “pleasant store atmosphere” which is of no significance in the major trip model.
Overall, the results show that service and convenience related attributes together
explain about 50 per cent of the deterministic utility for fill-in trips, which is
significantly higher compared to the major trip store format choices (, 38 per cent).
Except for the attribute “fast checkout” we can accept H2a.
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6. Conclusions
6.1 Synopsis
We discussed and applied models of store format choice that relate a variant of discrete
choice variables (here: store formats chosen for major or fill-in trips, respectively) to
consumers’ perceptions with respect to a set of store format attributes in an RUT
framework. The estimation results indicate that multi-attribute models for store format
choice fit quite well. The proposed model generated some interesting insights into the
preference formation process underlying consumers’ store format choice decisions in
grocery retailing. The results of testing two sets of hypotheses can be retrieved from
Table V.
The differences in the part-worth utilities (importance weights) of perceived store
format attributes have been shown to be conditional on whether a store is selected for
a major grocery shopping trip or a store is selected for a fill-in trip. These findings are
in line with findings of similar studies in the literature (e.g. Walters and Jamil, 2003;
Popkowski-Leszczyc and Timmermans, 2001; Kahn and Schmittlein, 1989, 1992;
Tang et al., 2001; Baron et al., 2001). Unlike these, we argue and investigate on an
aggregated level by looking at store formats. In doing so, we additionally take into
consideration that consumers patronise more than one retail format when shopping for
groceries (McGoldrick and Andre, 1997).
In case of major trips, consumers chose large-scale retail formats such as discounters
(. 800 m2) but also hypermarkets (. 1,000 m2) because of superior expectations about
assortment, price and discounts or special offers, i.e. merchandise-related store format
attributes. Small scale retail formats (, 500 m2), such as small supermarkets, are
preferred for fill-in trips, whereas “personal service” and “store atmosphere” deliver
a higher share of utility compared to major trips. By applying a more general view,
No.

Hypotheses

Accepted/rejected

H1a

Consumers’ utility values are higher for large-scale
retail formats compared to small retail formats when
undertaking a major trip
Consumers’ utility values are higher for small retail
formats compared to large-scale retail formats when
undertaking a fill-in trip
Service/convenience-related store format attributes
have more impact on utility values compared to
merchandise-related attributes when undertaking a
fill-in trip
Merchandise-related store format attributes have
more impact on utility values compared to
service/convenience-related attributes when
undertaking a major trip

Accepted

H1b
H2a

H2b
Table V.
Results from hypotheses
testing

Accepted
Partly accepted

Partly accepted

our results also confirm the notions of van Kenhove et al. (1999) and Gehrt and Yan
(2004). They show a significant impact of the task definition – here operationilised by
the different shopping trip types – on the store format choice in a grocery retailing
context. Furthermore, store format attributes reflecting the applied marketing strategies
and actions of retailers contribute distinctively to shoppers’ utilities when they plan and
fulfil different kind of shopping tasks. Therefore, they prove to be accurate predictors for
dedicating grocery shopping related spending to different store formats.
6.2 Managerial implications
Consistent with most of the current marketing practices, our empirical findings imply
that smaller retailers operating small formats should avoid any direct competition with
their larger scaled rivals that relies on non-service, typically merchandise-related
elements of the retail mix, such as “price” or “merchandise quality”. In the case of
everyday grocery shopping (fill-in trip), these store format attributes explain only
comparatively small portions of observed store choices as opposed to high volume
(major) trips. On the other side, our findings also provide empirical evidence that
smaller-sized grocery store formats, mostly located in urban areas, are able to (re-)gain
competitive advantage vis-à-vis their large-scale counterparts by focusing on
service-driven marketing concepts that reinforce relationships with their customers.
Dimensions for creating value to potential customers are “store atmosphere” and
“quality of sales personnel”.
Since the results suggest that consumers may patronise different store formats
depending on the respective shopping trip type it also turns out to be important for
retail managers to learn more about their customer-mix and to understand in more
detail for which shopping trip their stores or store formats are primarily chosen by
their clientele. A specification of such typical shopping trip, resulting in different sizes
(and values) of shopping baskets, sought price levels, urgency of needs, etc. when
applying or adapting marketing strategies of store formats, should be carefully
considered (van Kenhove et al., 1999). In this respect, knowledge about the relative
weights or part-worth utilities consumers attach to specific store format attributes
provide a valuable basis for the retailers’ decision-making on how to allocate funds and
efforts within the store format strategy and the derived marketing mix.
6.3 Limitations and outlook for further research
Although the observed retail market seems to be appropriate for an empirical
application of our model because of its clear boundaries, it is important to notice that
the grocery retail business and, therefore, the phenomenon of store format competition
is rather local and country specific. Hence, a replication of the study in other retail
areas might lead to different results. Further research could, therefore, focus on
markets where, for example, store density, retail concentration and the distribution of
large-scale or small retail formats are different compared to the one under study.
Furthermore, it should also be noted that the effects modelled in our empirical
application pertain to consumer perceptions of grocery store format attributes (with the
exception of home-to-store distances), which are not always directly controllable by
retail managers. Hence, it would be extremely useful to identify more objective,
measurable and actionable factors that map into each of the perceptual attributes.
Using the concept of information integration, Louviere and Gaeth (1987) provide
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a demonstration of how such “psychophysical” functions that link objective and
perceptual measures could be estimated (Timmermans, 1982).
Finally, it has to be mentioned that we did not differentiate between consumer and
household groups in our sample. Hence, a segment-specific analysis could be pursued
by comparing the preference formation for consumer segments based on demographic
and/or psychographic criteria. Further research could, therefore, focus on the impact of
such moderating phenomena on the relationship between shopping occasion and store
format preference (Home, 2002).
Notes
1. The higher the value of m, the more the model becomes deterministic in nature; if m ¼ 0 the
choice model would be purely stochastic. Since m can be shown to be inversely proportional
to the standard deviations of the unobserved effects for the alternatives and the latter are
assumed to be distributed identically for identification purposes of the MNL model, this
parameter can be set to 1 across alternatives (e.g. Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985; Swait and
Louviere, 1993).
2. One prominent alternative is to assume the error distribution to be normal with
1ocs , N(0,S), which results in a multinomial probit choice model. The resulting addition of
behaviour realism, however, is at the expense of computational complexity, since derivation
of the choice probabilities require the solution of high dimensional integrals, which cannot be
evaluated by a closed-form solution (Keane, 1992).
3. Nevertheless, the great majority of empirical consumer research applications are relying on
the basic MNL model, which also enjoys much practitioner’s support. Furthermore, besides
fast convergence the ML estimation procedure has an added advantage of data economy
(Louviere et al., 2000).
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